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Minutes / Report on Open Planning Meeting II (Saturday 13th February) 

 
● roundtable of introductions of people present 
● summary of the project (see the notes from the 1st meeting’s linked HERE).  

 
● series of questions by participants regarding:  

○ length, format and number of portraits 
○ publication and distribution strategy 
○ target group of interviewees / guests (age groups, nationalities, location, etc…) 

 
-the types of questions asked (generic, politically tailored, etc).  
 
-the goal of the campaign (political, communication?) 
 
-the material used and the way the interviews will be realised;  
 
-the number of people looked for.  

 
The discussion allowed us to agree on these further details. The portraits will last 8 min maximum and 
the more portraits possible, the better. Guests from every age group, wherever they live and whichever 
is their mother tongue are welcome to be the portraits’ guests. The idea is then to have testimonies 
from UK citizens in the UK or in the EU or Europeans in the UK. 5 portraits will be specifically devoted to 
Erasmus+ testimonies. The goal of the campaign is not political: YEM UK does not want to use it as the 
beginning of the re-join campaign nor its Erasmus+ advocacy one. The goal is to maximise the portraits’ 
visibility for every kind of actors: within the UK, the whole civil society, educational and public sphere 
are targeted. Outside the UK, pro-European civil society organisations are targeted. However, this 
question is left open: the idea is the more volunteers and support we have, the more visible these 
portraits will be. They will be published by The New Federalists and relayed on social media. These 
portraits will not be published everywhere without checking the platform's seriousness. Each guest will 
be interviewed with two or three generic questions and several which are individually-designed. Thus, a 
preparation meeting will be needed.  
 
=> Someone needs to complete the media promotion strategy and the material used.  


